1. The concept of arcwise convex set is a natural generalization of the notion of L set. The latter was studied by Horn and Valentine [2] 1. It is especially interesting to observe how the theorem about the complement of an arcwise convex continuum sheds light on the corresponding theorem for L sets. In order to make this precise, the following definitions are used. Definition 1. An arc C is said to be convex if it is contained in the boundary of its convex hull, denoted by 77(G). Definition 2. A set S is said to be arcwise convex if each pair of points in S can be joined by a convex arc in S. Definition 3. A continuum S in the Euclidean plane is called a unilaterally connected continuum if each pair of points x and y in S lies in a subcontinuum of S which is contained in one of the closed halfplanes determined by the line passing through x and y.
An L set is an arcwise convex set, since, by definition, each pair of points in L can be joined by a polygonal line in L containing at most two segments.
Notation
1. We let xy denote the closed linear segment joining x and y, and L(x, y) denotes the straight line passing through x and y. The convex hull of C is denoted by 77(C). The two open half-planes determined by a line 7,(x, y) in a plane are denoted by R+(x, y) and R~(x, y). A component of the complement of S is called K.
In this paper we restrict ourselves to sets in a two-dimensional Euclidean space 7i2. The principal theorem in this section is: Theorem 1. Each component of the complement of a unilaterally connected continuum2 SEE2 is an arcwise convex set. with an order a<$i<6<s2<c on ac. Moreover, the subarcs of P3 joining a to 6 and 6 to c would lie in the different half-planes determined by Lia, c). Hence no subcontinuum in S can contain Si and s2 and lie in one of the half-planes determined by Lia, c). But this contradicts the fact that S is a unilaterally connected continuum. Lemma 2. If PnQK is an irreducible polygonal arc joining x and y, and if Pn lies in one of the closed half-planes determined by Lix, y), then P" is a convex arc.
Proof. Each angle in the polygon consisting of P" and xy is less than 7T, since P" contains no z-shaped subarcs. Proof. Since the boundary of HiPn), denoted by BiH), is not P", there exist two points o>EBiH)-Pn, ßEBiH)-P" such that iaß -a -ß) -P" = 0, and such that Lia, ß) is a line of support to HiPn). Hence a and ß are joined by a subarc Pr of P" which lies on one side of Lia, ß). Thus, by Lemma 2, Pr is a convex arc. Moreover, the set Pn-Pr is contained in the interior of i?(Pr). Notation 2. If %EBiH)-Pn, r}EBiH)-Pn, the convex subarc of P" joining £ and 77 is denoted by P(£, ??). Lemma 4 . Suppose that K is a bounded component of the complement of a unilaterally connected continuum. Let x¿ (*=1, 2, 3) 6e three collinear points on a polygonal arc QEK. Suppose the two subarcs of Q joining xi to x2 and xi to x3, respectively, lie on opposite sides o/Z,(xi, xi). Then either Xix2 or XiX% is in K.
Proof. Without loss of generality first assume x2 is between Xi and x3. Since K is bounded, there exists a point sG[£(xi, x3)-XiX3]-S. If xiXj-St^O, any subcontinuum of S joining s toa point siGxix2-S and lying on one side of L(xi, x3) would intersect Q. Hence XiX2C-KSimilarly, if XiG#2X3, then either XiX2 or XiX3 is in K.
Proof of Theorem 1. I. First, let K be a bounded component of the complement of 5. Choose xEK, yEK. If x and y are in the boundary of 77(P"), then Pn = P(x, y) is convex (see Notation 2). Hence suppose x is interior to H(P"). Without loss of generality suppose in going from x to y on Pn we have in order x, a, ß, y (x ?¿a), where aß is the segment described in Lemma 3. We prove that axEK, ßyEK. Suppose ax<X.K. Let ßER+(<x, x) (see Notation 1). Also let L(a, x) -H(P") =axi, so that XiGPn-The convex subarc of P" joining a and Xi is such that P(a, Xi)ER~(&, -x). Since, by Lemma 1, Pn contains no z-shaped subarcs, a subarc P, of P" exists joining a to a point r, where axC«TCaxi, and P,ER+(a, x). This together with Lemma 4 implies that arCTi. Since axEar, we have axEK. In exactly the same way ßyEK. 
If y is between x and £, then since yß+P(ß, £)ER+(x, y), and since xa+P(a, £) ER~(x, y), Lemma 4 implies that y£EK. Hence y$;-\-P(%, a)-\-ax is the desired convex arc in K. Similarly if x is between y and £, x£+P(/?, £)+j3y is the desired convex arc. This completes the proof when K is bounded.
II. Second, let K be the unbounded component of the complement of S. We shall prove that through each point xEK there passes a half-line in K having x as end point. Since 5 is closed and bounded, there exists an irreducible polygonal ray PnEK joining x to <» (n is finite). Let Pn = x Xi x2 • • • x"_i<», where x< and x,+i are consecutive vertices. Assume no half-line in K exists having x as end point. Then »èL so that the segment XiX2 may be considered as a finite segment or as an infinite half-line.
(1) Suppose that Xix2 is a finite segment. Let 7,(0) be the halfline which has x as end point, which intersects XiX2, and which makes an angle 6 with xxi (0^0<w).
Let <b be the angle such that xx2 EL(<b). Hence O<0<ir. Let D be the closed 2-dimensional triangle determined by x, Xi, x2, and define C=E2-D. Since xxvS = Q, we must have L(0)-S-C^O. Since P" is irreducible, xx2-5^0, so that L(<p)-SD?±0. s2ELiw)-S-C. We have si?*s2, since Si?*t. Let SiCS be a subcontinuum joining si and s2 and lying on one side of L(x, t). Since there exists a half-plane P+(x, /) such that xxi+Xi2CP+(x, t), and since S is a unilaterally connected continuum, we have P"_i = (¿x2x3 ■ • • x"_i°o -x2)CP-(x, t). Hence if SiC-R+(x, t), then Sr (xxi+Xi^t^O, whereas if SiCP~(x, t), then 5rP"_i^0.
But this is a contradiction, since P"S = 0, and since S is a unilaterally connected continuum. Hence our assumption that no half-line through x exists in K is false in this case.
(2) If P" = xxi°o, the proof is the same as above provided that we identify XiX2 with Xi«>, and if we let x°° be a half-line through x parallel to Xioo such that x<» +xxi+Xi<» is a convex unbounded polygon D. By letting <p be the angle between x oo and xxi, the proof is the same as in (1) .
Finally to show that xEK and yEK (X being unbounded) can be joined by a convex arc in K, set up an order on Z(x, y) ^L from x to y so that x <y. We shall prove that there exist two half-rays L(x) and L(y) having x and y as end points, respectively, both of which are in P+(x, y)-K or in P~(x, y)-K. If Z,(x) exists such that L(x) QL-K, then any Liy)EK will do. Hence suppose that S-(-oox) ?¿0, 5-(yoo)^0, where -<x>x and y°° are the two components of L -xy. We know that L(x) and -L(y) exist in K. Without loss of generality assume that L(x)-xCP+(x, y), Z,(y) -yCP_(x, y). Then any continuum SiCS which joins SiG(-°°x-S) to a point s2G(S-yoo), and which lies in i?+(x, y) or in i?~(x, y), must intersect L(x) or Z-(y) respectively, since si<x<y<s2. This is a contradiction, since S is a unilaterally connected continuum. Hence two half-lines L(x) and Z.(y) in K exist, which, by an appropriate relabeling, lie in i?+(x, y). Since K is open, and since S is bounded, one of these rays may be rotated in R+ix, y) so that L(x) and Liy) are not both in Z,(x, y). Since S is bounded, one may choose XiELix), yiGL(y) so that Xiyi-S = 0. The points Xi and yx may or may not be distinct. They may be chosen so that the polygonal arc xxi+Xiyi+yiy is a convex arc in K. This completes the proof.
The above proof shows the following to be true. Proof. Since S is simply connected, each pair of points in K(S) is joined by a unique minimal convex arc. Such a minimal arc in 5 must exist for each pair of points x and y in K(S), since S is closed and since at least one convex arc in 5 joins x and y. Choose XjEK(S) (j = l, 2), and let As be the minimal convex arc in 5 joining xi and x2. We shall prove that K(S) is arcwise convex, by showing that As EK(S). To do this choose any point XsES, and let Ai and A2 be the minimal convex arcs in 5 joining x3 to x2 and Xi respectively. First, we show that Ai-A, (i^j; i, j -1, 2, 3) is a convex arc. In the future we understand that the subscripts i, j, k satisfy the conditions (i^j^k^i; i, j, k = l, 2, 3) unless otherwise stated. Suppose, for instance, A2A% were not a convex arc. Then there would exist a point aiEA2-As with au¿Xi, such that the subarcs of A2 and As joining Xi to ai would not coincide. But since 5 is simply connected, it is easy to prove that this implies that either A2 or As would not be a minimal convex arc. Hence ArA¡ are convex arcs. They may be points. (A point is also a convex arc.) If AiA¡ is not a point, let its end point, other than xk, be ak; otherwise let ak=xk. If AsEAi +A2, then any point xEAs can be joined to x3 by a convex subarc of Ai or A2. Hence consider the situation when A3(\i(Ai-\-A2), so that setting up an order on A3 from Xi to x2 we have Xi^ai<a2 = x2. We assumed that As(£iAi+A2).
Since each arc G is a concave edge of R, and since Cv C¡ = ak, the points öj (¿ = 1, 2, 3) cannot be collinear. Moreover, yEa2a3. The subarc of .¡4i joining y to x3 we call Aiy. The polygon x3x+xy CP+(x3, di). Also AivER+ix3, ai). Hence it is easy to see that xy+Aiv is a convex arc in S joining x to x3. Case 3. Suppose x3EDiai). As reasoned above, we must have here Ci = a2a3. On account of case 2 we may assume x3GT,(ai, a2).
(a) If x3x-(aifl2-ai) =0. Let Liai, x)-a2a3=y. Then xyCPCS.
Let R+iau x) be the half-plane which contains a3. Then x3ER+iai, x).
The polygonal line x3x-f-xyCP+(ai, x). As before let Aiy be the subarc of -<4i joining y to x3. Again xy+Aiv is a convex arc lying in S joining x to x3. iß) If x3x-(oi<z2 -aO^O, let Z(x3, x)-a2a3 = y. Since L(x3, x) •L(x3, ai)=x3, we must have Z(x3, x)-G = 0. Hence i(x3, x)-P = xyCPCS.
Let P+(x3, a2) be the half-plane which contains a3.
Then x3yCP+(x3, a2). Hence xy+Aiy is a convex arc in S joining x3 to x.
Case 4. If x3ED(a2, as) or if x3ED(a2), the proofs are exactly as above with appropriate notation. Moreover, x3C7)(ai, a2) and XsE<iiO,2, otherwise Ai or A2 would not be convex. Also x3GA, otherwise Ai or A2 would not be a minimal convex arc. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
If S is a simply connected continuum, then K(S) is a simply connected arcwise convex continuum. To prove this, first observe that K(S)ES, so that K(S) is bounded. The fact that K(S) is closed follows easily from a theorem of Blaschke [4, p. 62] concerning the convergence of uniformly bounded sequences of convex sets. To prove that K(S) is simply connected, suppose there exists a bounded component Ki of the complement of K(S). Since K(S)ES, and since 5 is simply connected, we have ~KiES. Choose xEKi. Since K(S) is closed, let C be a line segment containing x and having only its end points a and b in K(S). Since KiES, we have abES. Now since ab is the minimal convex arc in S joining a and b, and since aEK(S), bEK(S), the proof given for Theorem 3 implies that abEK(S). This together with Theorem 3 implies the above italicized statement.
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